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ABSTRACT

Using large-scale training data to build a pre-trained language model (PLM) with a larger volume of parameters can significantly improve downstream tasks. For example, OpenAI trained the GPT3 model with 175 billion parameters on 570 GB English training data, enabling downstream applications building with only a small number of samples. However, there is a lack of Chinese corpus to support large-scale PLMs. This paper introduces a super large-scale Chinese corpora WuDaoCorpora, containing about 3 TB training data and 1.08 trillion Chinese characters. We also release the base version of WuDaoCorpora, containing about 200 GB training data and 72 billion Chinese characters. As a baseline, we train a model transformer-XL with 3 billion parameters on the base version to test the corpora’s effect. The results show that the models trained on this corpora can achieve excellent performance in Chinese. The data and model are available at https://data.wudaoai.cn and https://github.com/THUDM/Chinese-Transformer-XL, respectively.

1. Introduction

A large number of studies have consistently shown that training pre-trained language models (PLMs) on large corpora can help it learn general language representation (Devlin et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2012; Liu et al., 1907; Lan et al., 1909; Yao et al., 1909; Sun et al., 1907; Yang et al., 2019). Fine-tuning based on PLMs can improve downstream tasks’ effects and avoid training models of downstream tasks from scratch (Qiu et al., 2003). The development of computing power and continuous innovation of sparse training methods support the growth of model scale. PLMs with more parameters inevitably require more data to support the training process. For example, OpenAI uses 570 GB data to train the GPT3 with 175 billion parameters (Brown et al., 2005); Google uses 750 GB colossal clean crawled corpus (C4) to train the 1.6-trillion-parameter Switching Transformer (Fedus et al., 2021).

With the rapid development of natural language processing (NLP) technologies, constructing large corpora becomes increasingly important. The quality of NLP models strongly relies on the scale of corpus used for model training (He et al., 2018; Duan et al., 1912; Cui et al., 2019; Qi et al., 2001). For example, EleutherAI built a 1.2 TB English corpus including material like Books3, PubMed Central, and FreeLaw. Many models achieve better performance in NLP tasks by using this corpus as training data. However, the largest Chinese corpus previously is the CLUECorpus2020 (Xu et al., 2003) with only 100 GB data, which suggests it is difficult to satisfy the demand of training high-quality model for Chinese NLP tasks. In order to solve this problem, we constructed a 3 TB Corpora in Chinese named WuDaoCorpora, which is mainly composed of web data. Moreover, models trained by our dataset can have better generalization ability because the Corpora contains various data types including news, post bar comments, encyclopedia information, etc.

More specifically, WuDaoCorpora contains a 3 TB Chinese corpus collected from 822 million Web pages. These data sources have been structured in a unified format. Each page’s text content can be obtained through the ‘content’ index, which guarantees the direct use of corpus for model pre-training without extra operations. In comparison with other corpora, WuDaoCorpora performs better in personal information protection. The models’ outputs may expose private information in the training data. To prevent the models trained with WuDaoCorpora from privacy disclosure, we delete all personal data in WuDaoCorpora.
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Moreover, there is an index label in every piece of web page data in WuDaoCorpora to annotate which field it belongs. Finally, a three billion-parameter Chinese PLM named transformer-XL is trained based on the WuDaoCorpora base version library.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We construct the world’s largest Chinese Corpora WuDaoCorpora, which contains 3 TB of Chinese data. It benefits model pre-training, word embedding, etc.
- In the construction of WuDaoCorpora, we focused on removing personal privacy information in data, which significantly reduces the risk of personal privacy leakage.
- The largest Chinese PLM transformer-XL is open-source, and its few-shot learning ability has been demonstrated.

2. Relation work

Corpora are essential resources in NLP tasks. Early released corpora for PLMs are in English. For example, Zhu et al. proposed a Toronto Books Corpus (Zhu et al., 2015), which extracts the text from eBooks with the size of 4 GB. Later, for the convenience of collating process and the variety of the data source, some corpus datasets are based on Wikipedia. Wikipedia dataset contains 16 GB of text data extracted from encyclopedia articles. But Wikipedia is only one kind of article format and cannot represent the whole language environment. To get more diverse text, many researchers use web-based text to construct the corpus. Radford (Radford et al., Sutskever) proposed a 17 GB English dataset for PLMs is quite limited from the dataset size to the variety. Compared to the English corpus, the Chinese dataset uses a set of rules and a classifier filtered from a combination of Weibo data and other Chinese corpora. It is worth mentioning that the dataset uses a set of rules and a classifier trained on 110 thousand manually labeled dialogue pairs to ensure the quality of the dataset. Compared to the English corpus, the Chinese dataset for PLMs is quite limited from the dataset size to the variety.

3. Dataset description

Before the release of WuDaoCorpora, no TB-level Chinese corpus can be used directly for PLM training. Fig. 1 shows the comparison of scale between WuDaoCorpora and other Chinese corpora before it. When comparing worldwide, our dataset also has a larger scale than any other corpora currently (showed in Fig. 2). We use 3 billion raw web data to construct WuDaoCorpora. After a series of filtration and processing, we finally obtain 3 TB data in a unified format. Table 1 gives an example of a piece of data. In the next section, we will introduce the process of corpus construction in detail.

4. Dataset construction

A large-scale and high-quality corpus is the basis of self-supervised learning. To fill in the blank of TB-level Chinese corpus, we use 3
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billion web pages as the original data source and extract text content from those with high text density. The extracted text contains many extra characters that damage the content’s integrity and smoothness, such as the web page identifier, abnormal symbols, and garbled code. Additionally, sensitive information and personal privacy information exist in the text content extracted from some web pages, which may cause adverse tendencies and information leakage problems in trained models. To solve these problems, we developed a set of processing procedures in the data cleaning process to improve the corpus’ quality.

- We evaluate every data source’s quality before text extraction and ignore those web pages whose text density is lower than 70%.
- Because the phenomenon of text reposting is common on web pages, we use the simhash algorithm to remove those duplicated contents.
- Web pages with few words usually suggest that they do not contain meaningful sentences. These web pages are not suitable for training language models. If a web page contains less than 10 Chinese characters, we ignore it.
- Sensitive information like dirty words, seditious comments, and other illegal contents has adverse effects on building a harmonious and positive social environment. We exclude web pages that contain the above contents.
- To protect everyone’s privacy security to the greatest extent, we use Regular Expression to match private information (i.e., identity number, phone number, qq number, email address, etc.) and remove them from the dataset.
- Incomplete sentences can be problematic in model training. We use punctuation marks (i.e., period, exclamation mark, question mark, ellipsis) to divide extracted texts and delete the last segment, which can be incomplete sometimes.
- Because of the breach of the W3C standard of some web pages, text extracted from them can be garbled. To exclude garbled contents in our corpus, we filter web pages with high-frequency garbled words and use a decoding test for double-checking.
- Since there are Chinese characters in both the simplified version and the traditional version, we transform those traditional characters to simplified versions to make the character format in our corpus unified.
- To guarantee the smoothness of extracted text, we remove those abnormal symbols (i.e., Emoji, logo, etc.) from web pages.
- To avoid the existence of long-length non-Chinese contents in our dataset, we exclude those web pages that contain fragments with more than ten successive non-Chinese characters.
- Since web page identifiers like HTML, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and Javascript are unhelpful for language model training, we remove them from extracted texts.
- Because using a space to separate two Chinese characters is not needed, we delete all spaces in every sentence to normalize our corpus.

5. Model

The structure of the model used in this paper is similar to the GPT2 model, which adopts the decoder of language model Transformer. The approach for predicting words in the GPT2 model is to compute the maximum likelihood of the conditional probability of all words given all history information. Specifically, for a series of token $U = \{u_1, u_2, …, u_t\}$, the object function of the language model is: $L(U) = \sum_{t = 1}^{n} \log P(u_{t}|u_1, …, u_{t-1}, \theta)$, where $k$ is the window size and $\theta$ is the conditional parameter. Therefore, the $(n + 1)^{th}$ token can be generated by considering all previous information.

Our model is promoted based on GPT2 in the following three aspects:

1) The language model Transformer is substituted with Transformer-XL to process longer series of tokens (Dai et al., 2019).
2) We reduced our model’s window size to 512 and increased 256 unit length memories, which guarantees that the model can process longer sequence than the previous model with window size of 1024.
3) We use Zero Optimizer in DeepSpeed to train a large model without applying the method of parallel training. According to the above promotions, we train a PLM with 3 billion parameters, being the largest Chinese language PLM presently.

The layers of all our models are set to 24, and the number of heads is set to 16. The dimension of word embedding in our model are 1024. As for training details, the warmup epoch and batch size are 0.01 and 8, respectively, and the maximum learning rate is set to be 1.5e-5. Besides, the gradient clip is set to 1. All models are trained with a vocabulary of 13,088 Chinese characters on 64 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs.

6. Experiments

In this section, we will test the performance of transformer-XL on language modeling tasks, such as question answering. First, we randomly sample around 2000 pieces of text data from Zhihu4 and Baidu Baike5 and use them as a test set. Then, we apply evaluation metrics to rate the model output.

The measure used for evaluation here is per-word perplexity (ppl), which evaluates the cognition degree. A lower ppl value means less confusion and therefore represents a high-level cognitive ability of a model. After the experiment, the ppl of GPT2 is 7.24, while our model achieve a significantly better score at 4.52.

Unlike traditional language modeling tasks, such as predicting a single word of interest, completing a sense or paragraph, we hope to explore the cognitive ability of transformer-XL, so we designed two

4  https://www.zhihu.com/
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tasks: character setting dialogue and poetry writing.

Two applications are designed based on our language model. The first one is character setting dialogue. In the application of character setting dialogue, users input a question, including a description of the question and a designated responder. The model can generate answers that seem to accord with the initial setting of the responder’s status. Table 2 gives one examples of character setting dialogue.

The second application is poem writing. Title of poem and the designated author are used as model inputs and transformer-XL will automatically generate relevant poems. Table 3 gives one examples of model-writing poetry.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a super large-scale Chinese corpus for PLMs, WuDaoCorpora. It is known to be the largest Chinese corpus so far, which can be used directly to train PLMs. We filter the data source by filtering web pages according to DOM tree integrity, and text proportion characteristics during the data set construction. Also, a complete data set cleaning pipeline is developed, which mainly focuses on the clearance of privacy data to avoid personal privacy disclosure at the data level. Besides, every piece of data in WuDaoCorpora is annotated with a field tag, making it convenient to extract data in a specific field from the dataset to research the corresponding area.

To improve the cognitive ability of the PLMs, we will build the next version of WuDaoCorpora in the future. The corpus will contain more dialogue corpus and common sense knowledge, which will lay a solid data foundation for improving the cognitive ability of PLMs.
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